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            Heartwired: A New Approach for Accelerating Social Change
We have developed a ground-breaking approach to audience research, storytelling, and persuasion communication that has been at the core of historic wins.

Learn More and Download the Guide at HeartwiredForChange.com.

        

        
        
                        
                    

        
        
        
        
                
        
        
	
        
                
        
            Heartwired: COVID-19 Vaccine Messaging Guide
The Colorado Health Foundation engaged Goodwin Simon Strategic Research and Wonder: Strategies for Good to conduct public opinion research and develop messaging strategies for the vaccine-hesitant in Colorado, focusing on people of color.

Click here to visit the Colorado Health Foundation’s website.

Click here to download the messaging guide.

        

        
        
                        
                    

        
        
        
        
                
        
        
	
        
                
        
            Striving and Thriving
Over the course of 16 months, researchers from Goodwin Simon Strategic Research listened to nearly 4,000 Black and Hispanic youth from households of all income levels, as well as white youth from households with lower incomes. This research surfaced new knowledge about how young people develop occupational identities and how they define, refine and pursue the futures they imagine for themselves.

Preview the Findings

Equitable Futures

 

        

        
        
                        
                    

        
        
        
        
                
        
        
	
        
                
        
            We Partner With Clients We Believe In
We work with leaders from advocacy groups, non-profits, foundations, campaigns, and other change-makers who share our idealism and commitment to making a better world. Through our client partnership model, we work together with our clients to build a research-driven and evidence-based road map for creating lasting social change.

Learn More

        

        
        
                        
                    

        
        
        
        
                
        
        
	
        
                
        
            Changing Hearts and Minds
Learn more about theÂ extensive, first-of-its-kind research we and our partners have conducted to build familiarity with transgender people and support for policies affecting their lives.

Read Case Studies from Our Work Here and on HeartwiredForChange.com.

        

        
        
                        
                    

        
        
        
        
                
        
        


	












	


	    
    
    





Goodwin Simon Strategic Research is an independent public opinion research firm. We offer a comprehensive array of quantitative and qualitative research services and strategic communications consulting to our clients in the U.S. and across the globe. Our cutting-edge approach is built on decades of experience in polling, social and political marketing, policy analysis, program evaluation, and communications strategy.

We help clients succeed and accelerate lasting social change through a genuinely collaborative and iterative process that leverages the latest findings in psychology, behavior change, and neuroaffective research across a wide range of public issues. These include emotionally complex and socially sensitive topics such as immigration, abortion, marriage for same-sex couples, privacy, marijuana, medical aid-in-dying, health care access for people who are transgender, non-discrimination protections for and religious welcoming of LGBTQ people, gun safety, education, racial justice, sexual violence prevention, and climate change.

GSSR is accepting applications for a Research Analyst/Project Coordinator, an Personal Assistant/Office Coordinator, and Internships.

 






Changing Minds on Tough Issues






Over the last decade, we have developed a cutting-edge approach to unpacking emotional reactions and developing effective messaging around complex and socially controversial issues.

Learn More







Cutting-Edge Methodologies






A polling firm is only as good as the numbers it provides. We apply rigorous methodological standards to all of the research we do, since accurate numbers are critical for a winning strategy.

Learn More







What We Do Works






Our clients come back year after year, and refer others to us. More importantly, our clients have been succeeding in their election campaigns, public sector programs, and union or nonprofit advocacy efforts.

Learn More


















    




 




        
        	            
            
				                
                
                Recent Posts
				
				Resource: How to Find Love… Or At Least a Good Partner for Evidence-Based Communications

				
	


				How can I help my organization get better at using evidence for communications?
What should I think about if I want to find a...


				
				
				
                

			
Contact Us
				Northern California: 510-428-9995


	Southern California: 310-558-4761
	info@goodwinsimon.com
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